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The following guest post was submitted by Anders Ekman, President of DataMentors. 

The buzz around Big Data and the age of the “multi-channel, empowered consumer” has made 
marketers believe that a real-time and instantaneous interaction with consumers is the answer to 
all marketing situations. Yes, real-time is important, but recently there has been a shift from a 
purely real-time mode of thought to that of Right Time Marketing. 

Right Time Marketing is a sophisticated way to boost prospect acquisition and customer growth 
and retention by customizing the investment in marketing process and technology costs to drive 
optimally timed contact for the best ROI. Right Time Marketing is built on a foundation of rich 
customer data – understanding a customer’s characteristics, channel preferences and in-market 
purchase signals to target the right person, at the right moment, and through the right channel. 

Target the Right Person 
To maximize ROI, marketers must pinpoint and target consumers who are most apt to convert. 
The right message sent through the right channel but to an undefined audience will only waste 
acquisition dollars. Many brands continue to rely solely on first-party data and superficially 
modeled prospect lists when deploying acquisition campaigns. The concept of Right Time 
Marketing takes this a step further to combine first-party data with rich third-party enhancement, 
behavioral data, and in-market purchase signals for finely tuned audience identification. 

The Right Channel at the Right Time  
The number one goal for marketers is to reach the right consumers at the moments they are most 
likely to be influenced. In the past, this approach was very linear – consumers started with a set 
of brands in mind and would travel through the purchase journey, systematically eliminating 
brands before finally heading into a store or going online to make a purchase. Today’s journey is 
much more complicated due to the explosion of more product choices and an array of digital 
channels on which to search and shop. 

With advancements in technology and analytics and the influx of new sources of digital and 
mobile data, marketing data solution providers have developed innovative processes to match a 
consumer’s offline and online identities. This linkage enables marketers to track both offline and 
online consumer behaviors indicating purchase intent as well as deploy targeted messages for 
multi-channel engagement. 
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Consider the following example of a large auto dealership group. By matching mobile device 
IDs with geo-location data and consumer data hubs, the dealership group can determine that a 
potential shopper has just stepped onto one of their dealership lots, has been searching for a mid-
sized sedan, and is in positive equity on their current vehicle. A text message can instantly be 
sent with a specialized discount to encourage the shopper to purchase that day. 

In another example, a national retailer may use targeted audience advertising across social and 
mobile to reach consumers with discounted offers. A consumer clicks on an ad and goes to the 
store site, does some browsing and adds a few products in the shopping cart but doesn’t make the 
purchase. A few days later, this consumer drives within a few miles of one of the stores’ 
locations and receives a text message with an offer for an instant discount if they stop by to 
purchase their items. Taking this a step further, the consumer may not have the time to stop in 
the store. The consumer’s online mobile and social data can be enriched with offline insights and 
contact details for further messaging through phone or direct mail. 

In today’s age of the knowledge-driven consumer, companies must be committed to truly 
knowing and understanding their customers. By integrating the right data across multiple 
channels to understand a consumer’s behaviors in the moment, companies can find smarter ways 
to meet increasing customer expectations. When targeted to the right person, through the right 
channel, and at the right moment, every customer interaction is an opportunity to strengthen 
customer loyalty, reduce churn, and boost revenues. Right Time Marketing is truly a critical 
differentiator in today’s competitive economy. 

To learn more about how you can optimize your customer acquisition and growth strategies with 
Right Time Marketing, read Real Time at the Right Time: Driving Real-Time Connections with 
Offline and Online Data at: www.righttimemarketer.com.  
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